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Word Play Cafe

Burnman 
Word Guessing Game (aka Hangman)

Draw a dash for each letter in your secret word

Cross off letters as they are guessed

Draw over a line of the Burning 
Man for each letter guessed 
that is not in the secret word. If 
you complete the drawing 
before guessing the word, 
you’ve burned the man early!

Mind your MOOP! Please 

recycle or burn me!

Visit Word Play Cafe at F & 6:15  ⧫   Mind your MOOP! Recycle or Burn me!



How to Play Burnman
2 or more players

Burnman is our version of the classic game Hangman. 

The goal of the game is to guess the secret word before you burn the man early! 

One player thinks of a word or phrase and the other tries to guess it by 
suggesting letters. (Ask for a Word List if you need help thinking of a word)

The word to guess is represented by a row of dashes (write these in the box), 
representing each letter of the word. 

Typically, you cannot use proper nouns such as names, places, and brands. But 
you and your partner can decide to use these kinds of words if you want to. 

If the guessing player suggests a letter 
which occurs in the secret word, the 
other player writes it in all its correct 
positions. 

If the suggested letter does not occur in 
the secret word, the other player draws 
one line of The Man outline.

If the guessing player correctly guesses 
the word before The Man is completely 
outlined, then they win!  :) 

If The Man gets completely outlined 
before the word is guessed, then you’ve 
burned the word early and you lose :( 

Sample game

Visit Word Play Cafe at F & 6:15  ⧫  Mind your MOOP! Recycle or Burn me!


